Your New Favourite
Bar and Eatery
...THE JEFFERSON

T

ucked away in Imperial Lane, this place
exudes elegance and exclusivity yet is
nothing but welcoming upon entrance. With
the opening of this new inner-city hotspot
in late June, The Jefferson is set to enhance your whiskey
and dining needs.
Auckland’s new specialty whisky and bourbon bar, offers
an impressive library of over 500 varietals.They only stopped
adding to the collection once they ran out of bar space,
which at 13 metres long and 60 metres of shelves, is one of
Auckland’s longest bars. From your well-known suspects such
as Jack Daniels, to hard-to-find indie labels such as Twenty
One year-old Ardbeg Scotch Whisky, the Jefferson is certain to
impress even the most affluent whisky drinkers. Important to
The Jefferson and its owner, Ofir Yudilevich, are the concepts
behind it.The way this place is managed, how their guests are
treated and the systems they use are in itself ‘top-shelf ’.
Making sure the capacity is never too full to ensure all guests
are well looked after, set yourself up at the bar and be ready
to be taken on a whisky journey.The sophisticated bar staff
will set you up with a drink of your choice and from there
will pleasantly educate you with recommendations according
to your palette. Leaving you with the bottle to look, feel and
touch it, it’s the small touches like this that will add to your
experience.
Having worked as an Executive Chef in 5 star restaurants
globally, Ofir has the menu concept on point to; believing food
is “the perfect partner to a well crafted drink”.The changing
selection of seasonal mains and deserts means you will never
be short on choice, and always equipped with a reason to
return (as if a well crafted drink wasn’t enough).
Wanting to create a space that was both appealing to male
and female,Yudilevich enlisted the masterminds of Paul Izzard
Design to transform the basement area of Imperial Lane and
the result speaks for itself, best described as a scene out of
a James Bond classic. Izzard and his team have deliberately
strayed from the typical form of a gentleman’s club and taken
a more contemporary, sophisticated direction. Royal blue
lounges, details of gold and unpolished concrete bars work
to create a space that compliments its residence within the
historical establishment and sets it apart from anything else in
Auckland’s flourishing bar and dining scene.
Fun for date night, perfect for a late lunch business meeting
The Jefferson is a must-do experience and trust us, you’ll walk
away thinking it is truly exceptional as well!

thejefferson.co.nz
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